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Luigi Ferdinando Tagliavini 

The art of 'not leaving the instrument empty' 
Comments on early Italian harpsichord playing 

1 Frontispiece of A. Antico, Frottole intabulate da sonare organo (Rome, 1517) 

Early Italian tablatures and scores were frequently 
intended for 'any sort of keyboard instrument, and 
composers tried always to offer pieces playable on all 
the types of keyboard that were normally available. 
This often means that the written music suppresses 
the features of technique, taste and expressive 
language, though Italian keyboard tablature (far more 
than German or Spanish) can reveal interesting aspects 
of performance practice. 

Organ music, for example, offers hardly any evidence 
of the use made of the pedals in Italy in the 16th and 
17th centuries. It seems improbable that Italian pedal 
technique ever matched the level of refined virtuosity 
achieved north of the Alps by Arnolt Schlick in the 
early 1500s and the central and north German school 
in the 17th and 18th centuries; nevertheless the 
Italians must have made more use of the pedals than 
appears from the rare instances of obbligato pedal in 
the Italian organ literature (e.g. the bass notes in the 

virtuoso sections of Annibale Padovano's toccatas' or 
the long pedal points in the fifth and sixth toccatas of 
Frescobaldi's second book). One cannot otherwise 
explain the considerable range of the pedal boards on 
large 16th-century Italian organs (20 keys, F-d without 
the first two sharps), often with autonomous pedal 
registers rather than a simple coupler to the manual.2 
Furthermore there are virtually no indications in the 
Italian keyboard literature of the use of stops split 
between bass and treble, which, from the last decades 
of the 16th century, found favour with organists and 
organ builders, and which Costanzo Antegnati des- 
cribed in 1608 as a resource for'making dialogues'.3 In 
contrast to the Iberian composers, many of whose 
works were labelled as being for 'medio registro' or 
'registro partido', the Italians avoided such desig- 
nations, apparently so as not to restrict the music to a 
particular type of keyboard instrument. 

In the same way the written page does not reveal all 
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the technical and stylistic characteristics of harpsi- 
chord playing. The expert harpsichordist has to turn 
the instrument's resources to good account by skilful 
articulation (spiccato) and, as Diruta recommends, by 
embellishing the music with 'tremoli and lovely accenti'.4 
Above all he has to compensate for the impossibility of 
making sounds last: in discussing breves and semi- 
breves Diruta observes that 'when you play such notes 
on a quilled instrument more than half of the harmony 
will be missing'. So, according to Frescobaldi, elegant 
artifices have to be employed in order'not to leave the 
instrument empty'.5 Diruta's method of remedying the 
instrument's deficiency is to 'rely on the hand's 
liveliness and dexterity ... [in] striking the key many 
times, gracefully'. Frescobaldi leaves this to the dis- 
cretion of the player; the third point in his foreword, 
which deals with the matter, deserves to be quoted and 
briefly commented on: 
Li cominciamenti delle toccate sieno fatte adagio, et arpeggiando. e 
cosi nelle ligature, o vero durezze, come anche nel mezzo del opera 
si batteranno insieme. per non lasciar voto l'istromento, il qual 
battimento ripiglierassi a beneplacito di chi suona 
The beginnings of the toccatas should be played slowly and 
arpeggiated. In suspensions or [other] dissonances, as well 
as in the middle of the work, [the notes] should be struck 
together in order not to leave the instrument empty; and this 
striking may be repeated as the player likes. 
This text, in my opinion, has almost always been 
misunderstood. Dolmetsch and Donington6 interpret 
battimento ('striking') as meaning 'arpeggiated'; Pidoux,7 
on the other hand, sees the terms as opposites, 
regarding 'arpeggiando' as meaning a successive 
execution, and'si batteranno insieme' a simultaneous 
sounding of the notes of a harmonic grouping. In my 
view it is not a case either of synonymous or opposite 
terms. In the written music of the period dissonant 
notes are not generally represented as being struck 
with the notes of the chord with which they clash: one 
or the other is usually held-in the case of ligature 
('suspensions'), the dissonant note is tied and held; 
and durezze ('harshnesses', in this context 'dissonant 
passing notes') occur while consonant notes are held. 
Given the brevity of sound of quilled instruments, one 
must strike the held notes again in order to maintain 
the effect and flavour of the dissonance. This tech- 
nique should be used not only for dissonances, but 
also elsewhere in the course of a piece ('in the middle 
of the work') to keep the sound of the instrument alive 
and full. Frescobaldi's aim was, as Diruta puts it, to 
'produce the same effect of holding the harmony on 

the quilled instrument as the air does in the organ'. 
'Striking together' need not be construed exclusively 
as prescribing absolute simultaneity and thus does not 
necessarily preclude the arpeggio. Indeed, in the 
foreword to the Capricci (1624), Frescobaldi advises 
that 'in some dissonances one should pause, arpeg- 
giating them, so that the following passage comes out 
more spiritedly'.8 

Clearly what was originally dictated by practical 
necessity is transformed by the artist into an element 
of taste and style. For lutenists, too, the repetition of 
notes and chords so that consonance and dissonance 
are 'struck together' was found to be indispensable; as 
soon as the practice was adopted it was felt to be 
aesthetically justifiable and assumed highly stylized 
forms. Consider, for example, the advice given in 1623 
by Alessandro Piccinini: 
dove la musica e piena di durezze, per variare riesce molto buono 
suonare alle volte, come s'usa a Napoli che alle durezze ribattono 
piu volte quell'istessa dissonanza horpiano, & hor forte, e quanto e 
piti dissonante, tanto pii la ribattono.9 
where the music is full of dissonances, it comes out very well 
for a change to play as they do in Naples, restriking the very 
same dissonance, now soft, and now loud, and the harsher 
the dissonance the more they repeat it. 

Although these practices are left to the judgement 
and whim of the player,10 there are cases where the 
composer took the trouble to notate them, at least in 
part. Particularly in the early 17th century, a period of 
ferment, research and new stylistic approaches, the 
balance between what was laid down by the composer 
and what left open to the improvisatory inspiration of 
the performer often tipped towards a more precise 
and explicit fixing of the musical text. Such cases are 
especially valuable today, for they provide concrete 
evidence of practices only implied in the majority of 
musical texts. It is most interesting, for example, to 
find that a toccata by Frescobaldi in a manuscript 
sourcel contains an explicitly notated repeated durezza 
('dissonance') struck obstinately no fewer than seven 
times in succession; this, significantly, appears to be 
the harpsichord equivalent of that manner described 
by Piccinini as dear to Neapolitan lutenists (ex. 1). 

Ex.l G. Frescobaldi Toccata no.7 in the German organ tablature 
manuscript, voLI, Turin, Biblioteca Nazionale, Raccolta R Giordano, 
1, ff.44-6, bars 13-15 

i t , \\\\^ t ,,+ 
2,9 b t w 2 1t lbf ctL[t 2 a r 
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The main purpose of striking dissonant notes 
together-namely to give the dissonance its full effect 
on instruments (lute and harpsichord) whose sounds 
are of short duration-was very soon lost sight of and 
the practice was adopted to help express particular 
affetti. In fact untied suspensions and repeated dis- 
sonances occur even in pieces specifically for organ, 
such as the two great toccatas 'da sonarsi all'Elevazione', 
the third and fourth in Frescobaldi's second book;12 
the intense expressiveness of the durezze that result 
prevents our attributing to simple oversight the lack of 
ties between the preparation of the suspended notes 
and their continuation as dissonances. 

The question remains whether 'striking the key 
many times, gracefully', as Diruta puts it, should lead 
in certain cases to a rapid repetition of one note, 
analogous to the early 17th-century vocal trillo. I have 
found no example of such a practice from the first half 
of the 17th century, but two sources from later in the 
century seem to offer evidence of it: the Primi albori 
musicali (1672) by the Bolognese Lorenzo Penna 
(mentioned in fn.5), and the Capricci da sonare cembali 
et organi by the Neapolitan Gregorio Strozzi (1687).13 
The trillo recommended by Penna14 as an ornament in 
basso continuo realization combines, at least in its 
notated form, the normal tremolo (according to Diruta 
and Praetorius, the alternation of two adjacent notes) 
with the trillo (the repetition of the same note) (ex.2). In 
analogous figurations given by Strozzi, the trillo and 
tremolo occur together'5 as well as separately, and are 
usually accompanied by the indication't' (illus.2, ex.3).16 

Ex.2 L Penna, Li primi albori musicali (Bologna, rev. 2/1679), book 3, 
p.152 

(a) 
t t t t 

t r 

(b) 
left hand t t t [t] 

t t :c J r rr rCrrr r rr ?rr..r ? 

2 G. Strozzi, Romanesca con partite, tenori e ritomelli, from Icapricci da 
sonare cembali et organi (Naples, 1687), p.75 

Ex.3 (a) G. Strozzi Toccata prima per cembali et organi con pedarole e 
senza, from I capricci da sonare cembali et organi (Naples, 1687), bar 
100; (b) Romanesca con partite, tenori e ritomelli, from I capricci da 
sonare, bars 1-2 

(a - ---- - 

(b) 

( rbl o oI_ r, r .. I_ 

-t 
^J^j R r " 9 : 

c 
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Ornaments written out in extenso in Italian 16th- and 
17th-century music should be regarded as approx- 
imations; they force into a stiff and precise rhythmic 
scheme what the player was meant to execute with 
freedom and imagination, guarding well against 
'measuring out note by note' as Frescobaldi advises. 
One may therefore ask how much the notation of 
Penna and Strozzi tells us about practical execution. It 
is Barton Hudson's opinion that the rapid repetition of 
a single note in Strozzi's music is simply a notational 
convention, and that 'several repeated notes seem 
invariably to require the insertion of the upper diatonic 
tone after each'.17 I do not share this view, as I cannot 
find any convincing explanation for Strozzi's use of 
two different notational forms (alternation of adjacent 
notes and repetition of one note) other than that they 
indicate two different manners of execution. I am 
therefore inclined to believe that the vocal trillo did 
indeed have a parallel in harpsichord and organ 
performance practice,18 and that the sources of this 
refined usage should be looked for in a period well 
before the first known written appearances. One 
should bear in mind, too, that in 1687, in the dedication 
of the Capricci da sonare cembali, et organi, Strozzi said 
that he was 'in old age'. 

Another means of lending charm to harpsichord 
playing and of prolonging the sounds, as it were, is the 
arpeggio. 'Take care to arpeggiate', Lorenzo Penna 
advises the accompanist, 'in order not to leave the 
instrument empty.'19 The first explicit reference to this 
practice in the field of keyboard instruments is, as far 
as I am aware, in the foreword to Frescobaldi's first 
book of toccatas, which I have already cited. The first 
edition (1615) reads: 'The beginnings of the toccatas 
should be slow, the long chords (botte ferme) arpeg- 
giated'; in the definitive version of this passage, which 
appeared in the revised and enlarged edition of the 
collection (1616), the wording is slightly modified 
('The beginnings of the toccatas should be played 
slowly and arpeggiated'), perhaps for the simple reason 
that almost all of the toccatas open with long chords so 
that to single them out was superfluous. A further 
reference to the arpeggio, also mentioned above, is 
found in Frescobaldi's foreword to the Capricci, in 
which he recommends that 'in some dissonances one 
should pause, arpeggiating them'. Lastly, instructions 
to arpeggiate appear over repeated left-hand chords 
lacking 3rds in his Capriccio sopra La battaglia (illus.3), a 
piece added to the first book of toccatas in the Aggiunta 

j ~~~~~s s 

^C.u.i ca ' '4 .''B lA 8 9 
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3 G. Frescobaldi Capriccio sopra La battaglia, from Toccate d'intavolatura 
di cimbalo et organo, partite di diverse arie e correnti... libro primo (Rome, 
1637), p.89 

of 1637. 
Many questions can be posed about how Frescobaldi 

and his contemporaries understood 'arpeggio'. Did the 
term mean then what it does today? Was the arpeggio 
played upwards or downwards or successively in each 
direction? Was it'simple', consisting only of harmony 
notes, or could it also be 'figure' (to use the term later 
applied by Saint Lambert to the type in which 'one 
loans other notes to those of the harmony to make it 
more pleasing')?20 It seems legitimate to ask such 
questions, especially since the art of arpeggiating well 
apparently required a great deal of taste and ex- 
perience-to quote Saint Lambert again, 'you cannot 
learn it from a book, you must see it done by 
someone'.21 

Some clarification of arpeggiation is offered in the 
foreword to Giovanni Scipione's Intavolatura di cembalo 
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et organo (1650), which follows Frescobaldi with a 
fidelity bordering on plagiarism: 
Gl'incominciamenti delle toccate si faranno adagio arpeggiando 
con ordine, senza confusione, battendo le parti separate l'una 
dall'altra ma in modo d'unita armonia per non levare la vaghezza 
al passo, avertendo ancora di non lasciar mai l'instromento voto. 
The beginning of the toccatas shall be slow, arpeggiated in 
an orderly way, without confusion, the voices being struck 
separately from one another, but in a way that fuses the 
harmony and does not rob the passage of its charm, care 
being taken at the same time never to leave the instrument 
empty. 

But well before Scipione, and even Frescobaldi, 
texts accompanying lute and chitarrone publications 
discussed the arpeggio and gave instructions for 
executing it. The earliest occurrence of the word 
'arpeggiare' known to me is in an instruction by 
Giovanni Girolamo Kapsberger in his Libro primo 
d'intavolatura di chitarrone of 1604.22 The sign /. marks 
the chords to be arpeggiated, and Kapsberger states 
that this involves 
toccando le corde di quel colpo separate, con sonar l'ultima corda 
prima & il resto secondo questo esempio ... reiterando il colpo 
quanto durerd il tempo soprascrittoli avertendo per6 che malagevol- 
mente si harpeggia in meno di quattro corde. 

touching the strings of that stroke separately, playing the 
last string first and the rest according to this example [three 
examples follow],23 repeating as necessary to fill the given 
time, noting, however, that it is hard to arpeggiate with fewer 
than four strings. 

Two decades later Alessandro Piccinini offered 
similar instructions for 'pizzicate' on the chitarrone: 
Dunque dovendo suonare una Pizzicata nel Chitarrone di tre corde, 
si debbano suonare in tre colpi uno doppo I'altro, e se sard 
Pizzicata di quattro corde, in quattro colpi e cosi successiv- 
amente... E queste si chiamano Pizzicate arpeggiate perche sono 
simili al toccar dell'Arpa 24 

Play a pizzicata of three strings on the chitarrone in three 
strokes, one after the other; and if there be a pizzicata of four 
strings, [play it] in four strokes, and so on25. .. These are 
called 'pizzicate arpeggiate' because they are similar to harp 
playing.26 
Even pizzicate of very short duration should, in certain 
cases, be arpeggiated in 'four strokes' or, according to 
the so-called new style, in 'two strokes'.27 Like the 
arpeggios shown in Kapsberger's examples, Piccinini's 
begin in the bass. 

It is most interesting to consider the very few pieces 
explicitly intended for the harp. In the year in which 

Frescobaldi's first book of toccatas appeared (1615), 
the Neapolitan Giovanni Maria Trabaci published his 
Secondo libro di ricercate, & altri varij capricci, which 
includes a toccata for harp-Toccata seconda & ligature 
per l'arpa;28 a striking feature of this piece is the ample 
descending arpeggio, sweeping across the whole range 
of the instrument from high to low, with which the 
opening passage ends (ex.4). A similar arpeggio, 
assigned to the double harp, occurs in the third refrain 
of Orfeo's aria'Possente spirto' in Monteverdi's Orfeo 
(1607). 
Ex.4 G. M. Trabaci Toccata secondoa & ligature per 'arpa, from II 
secondo libro de ricercate. & altri varij capricci (Naples, 1615), bars 4-5 

j b 
-- -- J r-- J-, J o p 0. -0 I * J 

8a 
basEsa3 

Ex.5 Trabaci Toccata seconda ottavo tono, from Ricercate, canzone 
franzese, capricci . . libro primo (Naples, 1603), bars 1-2 

? - J ,J 
Ex6 G Picch Toccata, Fitzwilliam Virginal Book no.9, bars 1-2 
Ex.6 G. Picchi Toccata, Fitzwilliam Virginal Book, no.95, bars 1-2 

Ex.7 Frescobaldi Toccata no.8 in the German organ tablature 
manuscript, voLl, Turin, Biblioteca Nazionale, Raccolta R Giordano, 
1, f.46, bars 1-2 

~ - I-- -J. ,8, 9 IJ Li. 
0 

9:7 i- o r-:, 

The same type of descending arpeggio is found in 
earlier harpsichord music of the Neapolitan school: at 
the beginning of the Toccata a modo de' trombetti and in 
the third and penultimate bars of the Capriccio re fa mi 
sol29 by Giovanni de Macque, in the antepenultimate 
bar of the 18th variation from Partite sopra Rogiere by 
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Ascanio Mayone,30 and at the beginning of the second 
toccata in Trabaci's Libro prmo (1603) (ex.5).3 Nor was 
the device restricted to the Neapolitan school: the 
opening bars of two toccatas, one by Giovanni Picchi 
(ex.6) and the other by Frescobaldi (ex.7),32 are among 
many examples of its use by composers outside 
Naples. An analogous example from among the works 
of Frescobaldi's followers occurs at the beginning of 
the first toccata (attributed to Giovanni Battista Ferrini) 
in a manuscript to be found in the Vatican Library 
(Mus.569).33 

It appears from these examples that early Italian 
harpists and harpsichordists, unlike chitarrone players, 
preferred the descending arpeggio. This seems to be 
confirmed by the frequent occurrence in Italian 
collections of dances for keyboard34 of accompan- 
iment figures based on broken chords, which are 
closely related to the arpeggio, even though they are 
arranged in a precise rhythmic scheme. Such chords 
are almost invariably broken from top to bottom. The 
first example of this type known to me occurs at the 
end of the motet O stella maris in the Recerchari motetti 
canzoni (1523) by Marco Antonio Cavazzoni da Bologna, 
one of the very earliest Italian tablatures. Descending 
arpeggio figures occur even in Claudio Merulo's two 
books of Toccate d'intavolatura d'organo (1598 and 
1604);35 to be sure, there are also, less frequently, 
examples of ascending arpeggios.36 The most surprising 
is the one at the end of Toccata no.9 in the second 
book; here the precise notation of the note-values 
offers an eloquent example of Scipione's 'voices being 
struck separately from one another, but in a way that 
fuses the harmony' (ex.8). 
Ex.8 C. Merulo, final bars of Toccata no.9, from Toccate d'intavolatura 
d'organo. . libro secondo (Rome, 1604) 

3. b J>f t . | r-r-r 
Fritz Morel uses the last example to demonstrate the 

possibility of arpeggiating chords on the organ as well 
as the harpsichord-the two books of toccatas by 
Merulo are, after all, entitled 'd'intavolatura d'organo'.37 
In this connection, however, one should remember 
Diruta's recommendation at the end of 'How to play 
musically on quilled instruments', published in II 
Transilvano (see fn.4): 

Et in somma chi vuol sonarlo con politezza e leggiadriac studio 
l'Opera del Signor Claudio, che in quelle troverd quel che in cio fa 
bisogno. 
In short, whoever wants to play [quilled instruments] with 
polish and charm should study the works of Signor Claudio, 
for there he will find what is needed for this. 
Now at the time the first edition of Il Transilvano 
appeared- 1593-three collections of keyboard works 
by Merulo had been published: the first book of 
ricercares (1567), the masses (1568) and the first book 
of canzoni (1592), all designated as 'd'intavolatura 
d'organo' (as were the books of canzoni of 1606 and 
1611 and the two books of toccatas), with no mention of 
the harpsichord or any other keyboard instrument. But 
it is clear that, except for the compositions explicitly 
for liturgical use-the masses-this designation 
should not be taken literally and does not at all 
preclude performance on quilled instruments (if it did 
Diruta's sentence would be inexplicable). On the 
contrary, it seems to me that Merulo created some of 
his pieces more for the technical and sonorous 
resources of the harpsichord than for those of the 
organ. 

Frescobaldi's first book of toccatas, on the other 
hand, was presented to the public, by one who bore the 
title 'Organist of St Peter's, Rome', as 'd'intavolatura di 
cimbalo'; not until the fourth and fifth editions (1628, 
1637) was the wording altered to 'd'intavolatura di 
cimbalo et organo'. Here too a restrictive meaning 
should not necessarily be imputed to the title of the 
first three editions, even though most of the pieces are 
idiomatically written for harpsichord, and some of the 
prefatory remarks are specifically directed at harp- 
sichordists-certainly those on 'not leaving the in- 
strument empty' and, in my opinion, those concerning 
the arpeggio. 

Many writers, Lorenzo Penna for example, con- 
sidered the arpeggio particularly suited to the harp- 
sichord: Saint Lambert, who recommended it to harp- 
sichordists, effectively denied it to organists, claiming 
that 'One does not restrike chords on the organ, and 
one hardly ever uses the arpeggio'.38 An important 
manuscript of the Toccata in A by Alessandro Scarlatti 
provides very interesting evidence that the arpeggio 
was regarded as exclusive to the harpsichord and that 
the same work would be differently treated depending 
on whether it were played on harpsichord or organ; the 
title and appended instructions are as follows: 
Toccata per Organo, e per Cembalo, dov'e arpeggio su l'Organo e 
tenuta e dov'e tenuta su l'Organo, su il Cembalo s'arpeggia.39 
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Toccata for organ and harpsichord, where there is an 
arpeggio the organ holds, and where the organ holds, on the 
harpsichord one arpeggiates. 

There are, however, a few examples, isolated but 
significant, of arpeggios in works unquestionably for 
the organ.40 One of the earliest occurrences of the 
word in any keyboard music is to be found in Adriano 
Banchieri's Organo suonarino (3/1622); in the organ 
continuo part of the motet Duo ubera for tenor or 
soprano the indication 'Arpeggiato' appears over the 
setting of the word 'vulnerasti', which occurs twice.41 
Strozzi made considerable use of the arpeggio in the 
four toccatas in the Capricci of 1687: whole sections 
notated in long notes are to be embellished with 
arpeggios, even in the Toccata quarta per l'Elevatione, 
which is clearly intended for organ. The openings of 
Frescobaldi's Toccata avanti la Messa della Madonna and 
the Toccata avanti il ricercar con l'obbligo di cantare la 
quinta parte senza toccarla from Fiori musicali (1635) are 
eloquent examples of organistic stylizations of the 
arpeggio figurato (ex.9). 
Ex.9 Frescobaldi opening bars of (a) Toccata avanti la Messa della 
Madonna and (6) Toccata avanti il ricercar (con obligo . . , from Fiori 
musicali (Venice, 1635) 

(a) 

y c o 1 J__ o 3: ., o _ _ O _ _ O 

(b) 

/9f. : 4 B?lJ $ I r 
A practice related to arpeggiation is the breaking up 

of the harmony into a succession of notes played in 
varied order according to a precise plan, with much 
use of complementary and syncopated rhythms; the 
term used for this device is 'spezzare', 'to split'. It had a 
parallel in the practice of the lutenists, which was 
taken over by the French harpsichord school and is 
usually called 'style brise' or'luthe'.42 Yet before the 
great flowering of the art in France, which started with 
Champion de Chambonnieres, the technique of'split- 
ting' harmony was well established. Although this 
form of embellishment was originally improvised at 
the player's discretion, elegant examples written into 

the music are not rare. Credit goes to Willi Apel43 for 
having drawn attention to the Secondo libro delle correnti 
alla francese by Martino Pesenti (1630), where this type 
of writing is not only used systematically in fully 
developed form but is specifically called 'spezzato'. In 
the last five correnti (in three voices, whereas the 
preceding 19 pieces have been in two) the composer 
proposes that the repeats of the two sections be played 
with spezzato variation, heading the unembellished 
version 'Prima [Seconda] parte semplice' and the 
alternative version 'Prima [Seconda] parte spezzata se 
piace' (ex.10). The 'alla francese' in the title of the 
collection may refer as much to the form and style of 
the compositions as to the brise writing, since among 
all the pieces in Pesenti's two books of Correnti alla 
francese44 only the five mentioned have spezzato 
repeats. 

Exl10 Martino Pesenti Corrente detta La Priula, from II secondo libro 
delle correnti alla francese (Venice, 1630): (a) Prima parte semplice; (b) 
Prima parte spezzata se piace 

(a) 

b 3 r ,:r r r ^ r r r r 
;(b) rI ; 

3Ibl ' ' : : 

The Pesenti examples are not the only ones: a 
significant precedent is found, three years earlier, in 
Frescobaldi's second book of toccatas. The Corrente 
seconda alio modo is conceived as a true 'double' of the 
Corrente seconda: the splintering of harmony in the 
spezzato version is managed with admirable elegance 
(ex.11). Agazzari is probably alluding to a similar 
practice when, in discussing the art of accompanying a 
few voices, he uses the word 'rompere', 'to break; he 
advises the instrumentalist to play the work'as purely 
and justly as possible, not [introducing] passage-work 
or breaking much'.45 It is significant that he links the 
diminution of melodic lines (by means of passage- 
work) with the diminution of harmonic texture (by 
'breaking'). Clear evidence of the use of spezzato can, 
in fact, be discerned even earlier. Broken-chord figur- 
ations in 16th-century Italian dances for keyboard 
have already been mentioned. And the works of 
Merulo also provide interesting examples of this 
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Ex.l I Frescobaldi, Corrente seconda, from II secondo libro di toccate (Rome, 1627, 2/1637), bars 8-13: (a) simple version; (b) spezzato version 

aspect of harpsichord technique; besides the arpeggios 
already cited, patterns based on broken harmonies 
may be found in the third toccata of book 1 (bar 30) and 
the third and ninth toccatas of book 2 (bars 43 and 
51-2 respectively) (ex.12). 

Ex.12 Merulo, Toccata no.9, from Toccate d'intavolatura dorgano ... 
libro secondo (Rome, 1604), bars 51-2 

In co c-9ioj I su iz tr m; 

In conclusion ncusiI should emphasize that there has 
always been a discrepancy between written music and 
actual sound. The improvisatory and fanciful style of 
the Italian toccata, which, like the equally free French 
prelude non mesure, 'must not be subject to the beat,46 
can be represented in notation no more than approx- 
imately. In writing such preludes the French abandoned 
the indication of note-values altogether, presenting 
the player merely with an outline. The apparently 
precise notation of the Italian toccata is deceptive, for 
it, too, is really only approximate.47 The role of the 
player in this music is never, therefore, simply to 
'reproduce' it; he has to summon up his caprice, 
technical virtuosity and inventiveness to give definite 
form to the sketch offered by the text. This is 
especially the case with music written for'any sort of 
instrument' or 'suitable for singing or playing'. Yet at 
times the composer himself assumed the role of 
interpreter, fixing his thought in writing with greater 
precision and thereby reducing the player's margin of 
freedom. In these instances aspects of technique and 
performance practice, normally only implied, are 
revealed, and a close examination of such texts can 
help the musician of today to recapture the authentic 
sound of musical works of the past. 

Translation by Barbara Sachs 

This article is a revised translation of 'L'arte di "non lasciar 
vuoto lo strumento'" appunti sulla prassi cembalistica 
italiana nel Cinque- e Seicento: which appeared in 'Rivista 
italiana di musicologia, 10 (1975), pp.360-78. 

'A. Padovano, Toccate et ricercari d'organi (Venice, 1604); ed. F. 
Benetti, A. Padovano, Composizioni per organo (Padua, 1962). Only the 
first toccata has a part explicitly for pedals and it is in alphabet 
notation (the only such case in Italian organ literature); however, 
similar use of the pedals is probably assumed in the other toccatas; 
see I. Fuser, Classici italiani dell'organo (Padua, 2/1971), p. 14. 

2See, among others, K. Jeppesen, Die italienische Orgelmusik am 
Anfang des Cinquecento (Copenhagen, 2/1960), 1, pp.28ff, and O. 
Mischiati, L'organo della chiesa di S. Marco a Milano (Milan, 1975), 
pp.6ff. In Italy not only organs but also harpsichords and spinets 
were very often furnished with pedal keyboards; see J. D. Shortridge, 
'Italian Harpsichord-building in the 16th and 17th Centuries', United 
States National Museum Bulletin, 225 (Washington, DC, rev. 2/1970), 
pp.93-107. A letter of 3 May 1503 written from Ferrara by Isabella 
d'Este to her husband, Francesco Gonzaga, gives an interesting 
account of virtuoso pedal-playing on the harpsichord by the famous 
organist and harpsichordist Vincenzo da Modena: 'On Monday my 
father . . . wished me to hear Vincenzo da Modena play the 
harpsichord-on that day he had to play for (fo ale prove cum) 
Antonio dall'Organo di Ferrara. It was amazing to see such velocity 
on the pedals. In this he has much perfection'. (Mantua, Archivio di 
Stato, Archivio Gonzaga, F.II.6, envelope 2115; see A. Luzio, 
'Isabella d'Este e i Borgia', Archivio storico lombardo, ser.5, 41 (1914), 
p.698) 

3C. Antegnati, L'arte organica (Brescia, 1608), ff.7v, 9r 
4G. Diruta, 'Modo di sonar musicalmente nell'istrumento da 

penna', Il Transilvano dialogo sopra il vero modo di sonar organt et 
instromenti da penna, 1 (Venice, 1593), ff.5v-6r. 

5G. Frescobaldi, Toccate e partite d'intavolatura di cimbalo. . . libro 
primo (Rome, 1615; rev., enlarged 2/1616). This advice is repeated 
word for word by Giovanni Scipione (Intavolatura di cembalo, et organo 
(Perugia, 1650)) and Lorenzo Penna (Li primi albori musicali (Bologna, 
1672), book 3, chap.20, no. 19); the former is here quoted on p.303. 

6A. Dolmetsch, The Interpretation of the Music of the XVII and XVIII 
Centuries (London, 2/1946), pp.260-62; R. Donington, The Interpret- 
ation of Early Music (London, rev. 3/1974), p.278 

7P. Pidoux, 'Vorwort', G. Frescobaldi, Orgel- und Klavierwerke, 3-4 
(Kassel, [1950]) 

'G. Frescobaldi, II primo libro di capricci fatti sopra diversi soggetti et 
arie in partitura (Rome, 1624). Fritz Morel (Girolamo Frescobaldi 
organista di S Pietro di Roma (Winterthur, 1945), pp.38, 55) claims that 
it is the resolution and not the dissonance that is to be arpeggiated. I 
find this opinion unjustifiable. In my view Frescobaldi is referring to 
those dissonant chords, with suspensions, that often mark the 
beginnings of brief improvisatory transitional episodes between the 
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sections of capriccios and canzoni; such dissonances are generally 
followed by a fanciful passage, which should be played 'spiritoso'. 

9A. Piccinini, 'Del suonare piano, e forte', Intavolatura di liuto, et di 
chitarrone libro primo (Bologna, 1623), chap.3; ed., with facs., M. 
Caffagni, Antiquae musicae italicae, Monumenta bononiensia, 11 
(Bologna, 1962-5) 

'1At the end of 'Del suonare piano, e forte' Piccinini writes about 
striking a dissonance several times: 'ma veramente questo suonare 
riesce meglio in fatti, che in parole, e particolarmente a chi gusta il 
suonare affettuoso' ('really this [way of] playing comes out better in 
practice than in words, particularly when one likes expressive 
playing'). 

"Toccata no.7 in the German organ tablature manuscript, vol. 1, 
Turin, Biblioteca Nazionale, Raccolta R. Giordano, 1, ff.44-6; ed. S. 
Dalla Libera, G. Frescobaldi Nove toccate inedite, Monumenti di 
musica italiana, ser. 1, vol.2 (Brescia, 1962), p. 16, and W. R. Shindle, 
G. Frescobaldi Keyboard Compositions Preserved in Manuscripts, Corpus 
of Early Keyboard Music, 30 (Dallas, Texas, 1968), 1, no.17 

'2Frescobaldi, II secondo libro di toccate (Rome, 1627); see, in 
particular, Toccata no.3, bars 8, 20, 22, 26, 31, 33, 44, 50, 54, 55, 60, 
64, 65, and Toccata no.4, bars 32, 45 (= bars 31, 43 in Pidoux' 
edition). 

13G. Strozzi, Capricci da sonare cembali et organi (Naples, 1687); ed. 
B. Hudson, Corpus of Early Keyboard Music, 11 (Dallas, Texas, 
1967). 

'4Penna, op cit, book 3, passim; see also F. T. Arnold, The Art of 
Accompaniment from a Thorough-bass (London, 1931), pp. 138-46, and 
E. Harich-Schneider, Die Kunst des Cembalo-Spiels (Kassel, 3/1970), 
p.62. 

"The ornament beginning with the alternation of two notes and 
continuing with the repetition of one note only is found in vocal 
practice and is typical of Monteverdi; see also M. Praetorius, 
Syntagma musicum, 3 (Wolfenbiittel, 1619), p.237. 

'6In Strozzi's trilli the repeated notes are sometimes connected by 
slurs (see ex.2, remembering that the original is in open score and 
printed from movable type so that consecutive notes of values 
smaller than a crotchet are never beamed). The appearance of the 
notation recalls that of the much later Bebung of the German 
clavichordists; however inappropriate such an effect may seem in 
this context it cannot be ruled out, for the clavichord (manicordo or 
manacordo) is known to have been used in Italy in the 16th and 17th 
centuries. 

"'Editorial Practice', Corpus of Early Keyboard Music, 11; see also 
B. Hudson, 'Notes on Gregorio Strozzi and his Capricci', JAMS 20 
(1967), pp.209-21. The opposite opinion-that Strozzi's trilli are the 
same as those illustrated by Caccini in Le nuove musiche (1602)-is 
held by Willi Apel ('Die suditalienische Clavierschule des 17. 
Jahrhunderts', Acta musicologica, 34 (1962), pp. 128-41, and Geschichte 
der Orgel- und Klaviermusik bis 1700 (Kassel, 1967), p.668). Hudson 
also believes (JAMS, p.215) that the measured alternation of 
adjacent notes that occurs in Strozzi's music may be 'an effective, if 
clumsy, device for notating a measured trill'. I cannot agree with 
him: in my opinion the 'measured' notation of trills, customary in 
Italy in the 16th and 17th centuries, is simply a graphic form. I have 
stressed that Frescobaldi warns against'measuring out [trills] note 
by note'; a similar caution seems to be implicit in the indication 'tr' 
which Strozzi carefully places over most of his written-out trills (see 
particularly the notation of the long trill in quavers, which certainly 
does not imply a slow measured performance, at the beginning of 
Toccata no.3). 

'8Further examples of this trill notation occur in two toccatas by 
Giovanni Salvatore, another Neapolitan, in Naples, Biblioteca del 
Conservatorio, 34.5.28, dated 1675; ed. B. Hudson, G. Salvatore. 
Collected Keyboard Works, Corpus of Early Keyboard Music, 3 (Dallas, 
Texas, 1964), pp.76-9. The second of these is an abridged variant of 
Toccata no. 1 in Ricercari a quattro voci canzoni francese. ... libro primo 
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(Naples, 1641) (compare Hudson, pp.44-7). The manuscript version 
has a trillo (repeated note) at bar 14, the printed version has the more 
usual tremolo (alternation) at bar 13. 

'9Penna, 'Alcuni avvertimenti da farsi, & altri da fugirsi nel 
suonare l'organo su la parte', op cit, book 3, chap.20, no. 19. Despite 
the chapter title, the passage cited clearly refers to execution on the 
harpsichord; 'istrumento', in fact, generally meant a quilled in- 
strument (see M. Praetorius, Syntagma musicum, 2 (Wolfenbiittel, 
2/1619), pp.62f). 

20M. de Saint Lambert, 'De l'harpege', Les principes du clavecin 
(Paris, 1702), chap.26, pp.54-6 

21M. de Saint Lambert, Nouveau traite de l'accompagnement du 
clavecin, de l'orgue et des autres instruments (Paris, 1707), p.62 

22See the 'Avvertimenti' and the [Toccata] Seconda arpeggiata. 
23Using a tuning in A, Kapsberger's examples would be realized as 

follows: 

Ex.13 

' I. ' ' I 

The unison g in the first and third examples are played on the open 
fourth string and the second string at the third fret. (It should be 
remembered that the first two strings of the chitarrone are an octave 
lower than those of the lute.) 

24Piccinini, 'Come si debbano fare le pizzicate nel chitarrone', op 
cit, chap.29 

25Several examples follow: (1) in three strokes; (2) in four strokes; 
(3) in five strokes; (4) in six strokes. (This transcription is based on a 
tuning in A.) 

Ex. 14 

(1) a (2) _ _ 

e9 : 9 It<- ' l''' 1 1 

(3) (4) _ 

9: " 
|| . --- I * " || 

26Unlike the arpeggio on the chitarrone, the lute arpeggio 
recommended by Piccinini is not what is usually meant by the term. 
It is a particular mode of execution closely bound up with the 
technical resources of the instrument: 'Arpeggiare nel Liuto, 
s'intende quando si fanno tirate, 6 passaggi con l'indice, e deto di 
mezo, e col police si va toccando altra parte il qual suonare rende 
grandissima commodita, & ancor vaghezza al'orecchia.' ('To arpeg- 
giate on the lute means to execute runs or passages with the index 
and middle fingers, while the thumb plays another part, which 
brings great ease and yet beauty to the ears.'), 'Dell' arpeggiare nel 
liuto, che cosa s'intende', op cit, chap. 11; see also 'Come si deve 
arpeggiare', chap. 12. Thanks are due to Dr Mirko Caffagni for his 
suggestions and clarifications concerning lute and chitarrone 
practice. 

27Piccinini, 'Segni de i luoghi straordinarij dove conviene arpeg- 
giare', op cit, chap.30. These rapid pizzicate carry a 4 or a 2 over the 
value sign (crotchet), indicating whether they are to be executed in 
four or two strokes. Even 'pizzicate of three strings' can be executed 
in four strokes: 

Ex. 15 

' ' ' 11' 
- - II- II. '* a II 

or in two, by playing two notes (usually the highest and the lowest) 
together and then the other: 

Ex.16 

): s II 11 II II ?1 II 

'E questa maniera d'arpeggiare e nova, e fa bonissimo effetto, e 
massimamente suonando con misura alquanto stretta.' ('This way of 
arpeggiating is new and makes a very good effect, especially in a 
quick tempo.') 

28This book contains other compositions 'proportioned for the 
harp' but playable also on the harpsichord: Partite sopra Zefiro, nos.2, 
8, 9, 11, and the madrigal with diminutions Ancidetemi pur. But none 
of these includes typical arpeggio figurations. 

29Ed. J. Watelet, C Guillet, G. (de) Macque, C. Luyton Werken voororgel 
of voor vier speeltuigen, Monumenta musica belgicae, 4 (Antwerp, 
1938), pp.33-6, 67 

30A. Mayone, Primo libro di diversi capricci personare (Naples, 1603); 
ed. C. Stembridge (Padua, 1981), p.54 

31G. M. Trabaci, Ricercate, canzone franzese, capricci.. . libro primo 
(Naples, 1603), p. ll; Toccata no.2 repr. in Fuser, op cit, pp.95f 

32Toccata no.8 in Turin, Biblioteca Nazionale, Raccolta R. Gior- 
dano, 1, f.46; ed. Dalla Libera, op cit, no.8, and Shindle, op cit, no. 18. 
See fn. 11 above. 

3Ed. in B. Johnsson, Roman Keyboard Music of the 17th Century. the 
Manuscript VatMus.569 from the Vatican Library (Egtved, 1981) 

34Intabolatura nova di varie sorte di balli da sonare per arpichordi 
claviciembalh spinetti et manichordi libro primo (Venice, 1551); M. 
Facoli, II secondo libro d'intavolatura di balli d'arpicordo (Venice, 1588); 
G. M. Radino, Il primo libro d'intavolatura di balli d'arpicordo (Venice, 
1592); G. Picchi, Intavolatura di balli d'arpicordo (Venice, 1621) 

35Ed. S. Dalla Libera, C Merulo, Toccateperorgano (Milan, 1959), see 
esp. Toccata no.3 in the second book, bar 43. 

36See book 1, Toccata no.5, bar 29; no.6, bars 42-3, 47; no.9, last 
bar. 

37Morel, op cit, p.37 
38Saint Lambert, Nouveau traite de l'accompagnement, p.63 
39Toccata no. 11 in A. Scarlatti, Toccate per cembalo, Yale University 

Library, Higgs Manuscript. In Modena, Biblioteca Estense, Camp. 
2404, ff.30-36v the same toccata carries a similar instruction; ed. as 
Toccata no.2 in R. Gerlin, ed., A Scarlattt Primo e secondo libro di 
toccate, I classici musicali italiani, ser. Bravi, 13 (Milan, 1943). 

40As in the cases of durezze struck together in organ music and 
instrumental stylization of the vocal trillo, we are here dealing with 
the transfer of an idiomatic expression from one medium to another 
(from harp to lute and harpsichord, and thence to organ). 

4'Peter Williams gives one possible realization of this arpeggio in 
Figured Bass Accompaniment (Edinburgh, 1970), 1, p.37. 

42See F. Couperin, L'artde toucherle clavecin (Paris, 1717), pp.36, 61; 
ed. A. Linde (Leipzig, 1933), pp.22, 33. 

43Apel, Geschichte der Orgel- und Klaviermusik bis 1700, pp.474-6 
44The first edition of the first book is lost; only the second printing 

of 1635 is known. 
4sA. Agazzari, Del sonare sopra 'I basso con tutti li stromenti e dell'uso 

loro nel concerto (Siena, 1607), p.6 
46Frescobaldi, foreword to Toccate e partite. . . libro primo 
47For an interesting comparison of the two types of notation- 

that of the prelude non mesure and that of the Italian toccata- see A. 
Curtis, preface, L Couperin Pieces de clavecin, Le pupitre, 18 (Paris, 
1970), and D. Moroney, 'The performance of unmeasured harp- 
sichord preludes', Early Music, 4/2 (April 1976), pp.143-51. 
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